Zoom Meeting Preparation
● Please make sure your phone or computer is muted to minimize background noise.
○ To do this, hover over the bottom left-hand side of your screen and click “Mute.”
● Please make sure you have turned off your camera to save bandwidth and prevent any connectivity
issues.
○ To do this, hover over the bottom left-hand side of your screen and click “Stop Video.”
● Please submit questions during the presentation in the “Chat” function located on the bottom of your
screen.

NOTICE: In accordance with the Americans
with Disabilities Act, if you need special
assistance at this meeting please contact
ldoecommunications@la.gov.
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Approved BESE Policy Changes
At the March and April BESE meetings, the following policy changes were approved:
• MT policy changes
• Praxis exam changes/updates
Exam details on the following slide.
Details about the MT policy changes will be covered in the policy section of this
presentation.
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Praxis Exam Updates
Educational Testing Services (ETS) recently revised the Middle School Science exam and
will discontinue the existing title (5440). The current exam will not be available after
March 31, 2022.
In March, BESE adopted the new Middle School Science exam (5442) with a passing
score of 152 with an effective date of 4/1/2021. There will be approximately a one-year
overlap where either exam can be used.
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Proposed Policy Changes

Proposed Policy Updates
Bulletin 746, Louisiana Standards for state Certification of School Personnel, is being
revised this year. Proposed changes will be brought to the August BESE meeting. The
changes can be grouped as listed below:
• Substantive changes
• Policy consistency/clarity changes
• Technical issues or corrections
• Updates to align with Legislative changes
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Substantive Policy Changes
•
•
•
•
•
•

Removal of “in area of certification” language:
• When advancing from Level 1 to Level 2
• In requirements for OSS and EDL 1/2/3
Removal of limit to the number of times a School Nurse certificate can be
renewed
Adding a medical excuse clause to the general section of policy
Add “family childcare” as a CDA option to obtain an ECAC
Bring Counselor and Librarian renewals in alignment with law
Practitioner License submission by Program Providers
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Substantive Policy Changes
•
•
•
•
•

Reduction of required teaching years in Educational Leader certification
• reduction from five (5) to three (3)
ETS exam changes & inclusion of the LLAS
Allow Preparation Program Providers to submit Non-practicing requests if
educator never employed
Removal of Type C and Type B eligibility requirements (these are no longer issued)
Removal of disuse clause/Removal of reinstatement language for certificates
renewable via CIS
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Policy Consistency/Clarity Changes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Removal of lapse/reinstatement sections from all certificates except lifetime
certificates
Clarification of GPA definition
Using “hold or be eligible to hold” in all EDL sections
Updating Master’s waiver language to the same in all places
Clarification of “non-education degree”
Removal of reinstatement language for certificates renewable via CIS
Clarifying SAT score (combined score to align with exam format)
Including non-public standards from B741 (non-public)
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Policy Consistency/Clarity Changes
•
•
•
•
•
•

Replacement of “authorization” with credential or certification
Clarification around OS experience eligible to be used for exam exclusion
Clarification around non-public T (once fulfilled)
Talented Artist policy clarification (artifacts)
ECAC issuance & renewal (credential must be earned from BESE approved
program, CEUs)
Updating Nonpublic Montessori training providers in all locations
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Technical Issues or Corrections
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Removal of exam numbers in policy--reference chart only
Automatic non-practicing statement removed
Update all language to include accreditation statement
Remove outdated language (safe-script paper, etc.)
Including the Reading examinations listed in policy in the exam chart
Reorganization of sections (PL, general sections)
Streamlining policy (PL policy)
Removal of duplicative language
Aligning policy and practices (superintendent affidavits, OFAT limitations, OFAT
eligibility)
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Legislative Policy Changes
There are several bills in the legislature this session that will impact certification. Some
of those include:
• HB 312 Provides relative to criminal history review with respect to teacher
certification.
• SB 222 Provides relative to early literacy.
LDOE will recommend revisions to Bulletin 746 relative to HB312 and SB222 in August if
these instruments are signed into law.
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Processing Protocol Changes

Processing Protocol Changes
With all of the upcoming policy changes and legislative changes coming, we plan to
adjust some of our processing protocols to accommodate these changes. Some of
those changes include, but are not limited to:
• Restructuring, breaking apart and/or revamping certification applications
• Requiring all applications to be completed electronically
• Restructuring of fees
• Requiring Self-Evaluation checklist be included with applications
• Updating and increasing our customer service
• decrease processing time
• increase clarity in written feedback
• provide additional services
We expect these changes will begin to go into effect on August 1, 2021.
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Processing Protocol Changes
As part of the processing protocol changes, our applications will be reorganized. Some
of those changes include breaking apart the certification update packet. It will be
broken into three separate packets:
• Renewal/Higher/Status Change
• Evaluation/Add-on/Course Approval
• Certification/Exam Verification
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Processing Protocol Changes
As part of the processing protocol changes, our processing fees will be re-bucketed. Even after
rebucketing, our certification processing fees will fall far below the SREB average certification
processing fee ($95) and the average professional fee for Louisiana (>$105). Rebucketing will be as
follows:
Certification Request Type:

Processing Fee

Initials of all types, extensions, renewals, higher certificates, evaluations,
degrees, additional certification areas

$50

Ancillary MT/CL, MT/CL endorsement, Certification/Exam/Transcript verification,
copies of certification, status change requests, *name change only, additional
transactions on one application, teaching authorizations (CBC processing fee)

$25

ECAC, WLC, and R certificates (name change*)

$0
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Certification Reminders

Duplicate Submissions & Singles
Additional documentation on a submission is only accepted via reply email if explicitly
requested - usually only allowed for missing payment receipts.

For items requested via formal feedback letter, only submit the missing item and a
copy of the feedback letter as a new case. DO NOT submit the entire application or add
files to a closed case. Additional documents are only accepted within 90 days of the
original feedback.
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Duplicate Submissions & Singles
If advised via email that a case cannot be processed and to resubmit with corrections,
the corrected application should be submitted as a new case with all supporting
documentation, including payment confirmation. You do not need to reference the
original case as it was not processed.

If you are providing applicants copies of signed applications that will be submitted by
your office, please stress with them that they should not also submit. Duplicate
submissions create confusion and slow processing.
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Mentor Application Submission
When submitting an application for Mentor Teacher, ensure all qualifying documents
are included with the application.
• training completion document
• assessment completion document
• completed self-evaluation checklist
Please ensure that both a training completion document and an assessment
completion document is submitted with all mentor applications.
If using National Board Certification (NBC), National Institute for Excellence in Training
(NIET), or Certified Class observer, evidence that the educator holds/has completed
NBC, NIET or Class® Observer must be submitted--usually in the form of a certificate.
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New Applications
•

•

The following applications have been recently updated by our office.
• Certification Update
• Out-of-State (OS)
• Practitioner’s License (PL1 and PL2/3)
These new applications were required as of April 1, 2021. Older versions of these
applications will be returned unprocessed.

•

Revision dates have been included on both the application and on the website to
assist you in determining if you have the latest application.

•

Prior to submitting to Teach Live!, please download the current version of this
application from www.teachlouisiana.net.
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Application Completion/Dates
When submitting renewal applications that were submitted last year that were not
accepted previously due to COVID extensions, be sure to:
• Download and use new application packets
• Ensure all forms are signed and dated within 90 days
• Include payment confirmation
DO NOT re-submit the old/original application with dates changed
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2021 Regular Legislative Session
•
•
•

The 2021 Regular Legislative Session convened on Monday, April 12, 2021.
Final Adjournment no later than 6:00 p.m. on Thursday, June 10, 2021.
Filed Bills impacting LEAs:
●
●
●
●

House Bill 130
House Bill 132
House Bill 211
House Bill 312

●
●
●
●

House Bill 364
House Bill 421
House Bill 528
Senate Bill 216
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2021 Regular Legislative Session
House Bill 130 ― Requires school buses to be equipped with seat belts;
House Bill 132 ― Requires newly constructed public school buildings and those undergoing major renovations
to be equipped with water bottle filling stations;
House Bill 211 ― Provides relative to the ability of students to attend the public school of their choice, including
provisions for appealing a denial of enrollment to BESE;
House Bill 312 ― Requires criminal history record checks for purposes of teacher certification;
House Bill 364 ― Provides relative to the compensation of school bus operators;
House Bill 421 ― Authorizes public school governing authorities to establish learning pods for the purpose of
providing small group instruction for students enrolled in public schools
House Bill 528 ― Authorizes a balanced calendar pilot program for public schools;
Senate Bill 216 ― Requires each teacher who teaches kindergarten through third grade and each principal and
assistant principal of a school that includes kindergarten through third grade to successfully complete a
foundational literacy skills instruction course.
26
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LEAP 2025 High School Assessments
Last week, BESE approved revisions to Bulletin 111, The Louisiana School, District, and State Accountability System and
Bulletin 741, Louisiana Handbook for School Administrators, related to LEAP 2025 High School Assessment substitutions
due to COVID-19.
The revisions enable high school seniors enrolled during the spring 2021 semester and graduating by August 31, 2021, to
substitute the following in lieu of the LEAP 2025 high school assessment requirement:
1.
2.
3.
4.

An ACT composite score of 17 or higher for all students; or
A score of Silver or higher on ACT WorkKeys for students pursuing a Career Diploma; or
An ACT subject score of 17 or higher in the corresponding LEAP 2025 high school assessment*; or
The student participates in 20 or more extended learning hours per LEAP 2025 high school assessment subject
pair for which the student has yet to achieve level 2 (approaching basic/fair) or above, with such instruction
provided by a qualified teacher.

The revisions also allow for the issuance of a graduation pathway diploma where an Industry Based Credential (IBC) was
not earned because of a loss of hours due to COVID-19 restrictions if the student has earned a Silver or higher on
WorkKeys.
* A score of 17 or higher on the ACT English or Reading tests shall satisfy the English I/English II LEAP 2025 high school assessment requirement; a score of 17 or higher on the ACT Math test shall
satisfy the Algebra I/Geometry LEAP 2025 high school requirement; a score 17 or higher on the ACT Science test shall satisfy the U.S. History/Biology LEAP 2025 high school requirement.
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Mentor Teacher Credential
Beginning in September 2020, every teacher who serves as the Mentor of an undergraduate or
post-baccalaureate candidate must hold the Mentor Ancillary Certificate or the Provisional Mentor
Ancillary Certificate.
In August 2020 BESE allowed a waiver of the Mentor credential for the 2020-2021 school year.
This was prompted by a shortage of credentialed Mentor teachers willing to host residents
specifically in certain content areas such as Music, Physical Education, as well as other 6-12
content areas. In September 2020 the Mentor workgroup was created to examine the issue of
Mentor shortages.
The purpose of the Mentor teacher workgroup was to examine what steps might be needed in
order to ensure a robust pool of effective mentor teachers in all content areas and grade bands.
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Mentor Waiver Report
Throughout the 2020-2021 school year, LDOE has been granting waivers to the mentor policy. A
report has been submitted to the board which summarizes the number of waivers received and
approved as of March 22,2021.
●
473 requests were received and approved; 50 percent of requests were for Mentors of
undergraduate candidates and 50 percent of requests were for Mentors of
post-baccalaureate candidates
●
43 percent of Mentors who requested and received the Mentor credential waiver are
supporting Elementary and PK-3 candidates; 8 percent are supporting secondary English
candidates, 8 percent are supporting secondary Social Studies candidates, 6 percent are
supporting Health and Physical Education candidates, and 5 percent are supporting middle
Mathematics candidates
●
Most Mentors (84 percent) were highly recommended for the Mentor credential waiver
based upon having at least two years of highly effective Compass ratings
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Mentor Workgroup Recommendations
The workgroup has several recommendations to achieve the goal of increasing the pool of
effective mentors. They include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Honoring Previous Training and Experience
Removing the Content- Specific Assessments
Creating a Mentor Support Guide
Creating an Add-On Mentor Endorsement
Exploring Mentor Assessment Content and Scoring
Granting a one year extension for those currently holding Provisional Mentor Certificate
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Honoring Previous Training and Experience
The first recommendation of the workgroup is to honor the previous experiences of educators who have
completed rigorous professional development, coursework, and degree programs. This is already the case
with National Board Certified Teachers.
The Mentor workgroup recommends revising policy to similarly allow the following to be exempt from
training and coaching specific assessments:
●
Educators who hold or are eligible for an EDL1 (or other LA Leadership Credential) or the
Supervision of Student Teaching certification
●
Educators who have earned the NIET Teacher Evaluator certification (e.g. TAP mentor/master
teachers, TAP principals, etc.) A crosswalk was created to show the alignment between these
previous experiences educators may have had and the current requirements for mentor certification.
●
Educators who are also Certified CLASS®Observers.
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Remove the Content- Specific Assessments
The workgroup recommends reducing the number of required assessments that make up the
Mentor Assessment Series from four to two, specifically, by removing the two content- specific
assessments.
Rationale:
●
Time commitment required to complete these assessments has been cited as a deterrent to
enrolling in and completing a mentor training program
●
The content assessments for teachers engaged in the universal training are not specific for all
content areas as they focus on literacy and planning
●
By only including coaching-specific assessments, the focus sharpens on the primary role of
the Mentor and more effectively places coaching at the center of their training.
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Create an Add-On Mentor Endorsement
An additional recommendation of the workgroup is to offer the Mentor credential as an add-on
certification in addition to how it is currently offered as an ancillary certificate. This change would
allow:
●
Preparation programs to more easily identify mentor teachers and determine if they hold all
of the necessary credentials required by their program
●
The credential to be included on the teacher’s teaching certificate, not as a separate ancillary
certificate
●
The ancillary version of the credential to remain so that teachers in charters or non- public
schools who are not required to hold a teaching certificate could still receive the Mentor
credential.
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Emergency Meeting - May 12, 2021
BESE met on May 12, 2021 to address the following issues:
•

FY 2021-2022 Minimum Foundation Program (MFP) formula
• On May 6, 2021, the Senate Education Committee made a motion to return
the 2021-2022 MFP formula to BESE and outlined recommendations for BESE
consideration

•

BESE minimum reopening standards, pertaining to face coverings in schools
• Per Act 9 of the 2020 First Extraordinary Session, BESE approved emergency
rules, informed by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
guidelines, to provide minimum standards, policies, medical exceptions, and
regulations to govern the reopening of schools for the 2020-2021 school year
35
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Call Summary/Important Dates
Key Dates:
•
May 18: Continuous Learning Task Force
•
May 19: Early Childhood Care and Education Advisory Council
•
May 25-27: Teacher Leader Summit
•
June 1-June 10: Virtual Teacher Leader Summit
•
June 15-16: BESE Committee and Board Meeting
•
June 16: BESE/BoR meeting
•
June 21: Legislative, Policy & Workforce Support monthly call
•
March 31, 2022: Last date for MS Science 5440 exam
Supports and Resources:
•
2020-2021 School System Support Calendar
•
Educator Resource Guide
•
School System Planning Resources
•
Family Support Toolbox Library
•
Certification Bulletin, Bulletin 746
•
Online Teacher Certification Portal, Teach LA Live!
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